Early Career Lunch and Learn Series

Registration is required. REGISTER HERE. Email frdo@unm.edu with questions.

Session Schedule
Fridays from 11:00am-12:30pm

THEMATIC SESSIONS
(Attendees are encouraged, not required, to attend all thematic sessions, which will take place in the Roberts Room in Scholes Hall)

1. Series Kick Off: Introducing Campus Resources (February 3)
Meet other early career faculty and learn about the research support network available to you on campus.

2. Building Your Research Strategic Plan (February 17)
Have you thought about your overarching career goals lately? Or how you can lay a foundation that will support your long-term personal and research ambitions? Gain strategies for thinking about and pursuing your big picture goals while taking your personal priorities into account.

3. Implementing Your Research Strategic Plan (March 3)
Learn how to find funding that will support your long-term research goals and think about ways to manage your time at the level of individual projects and more broadly while juggling teaching, publishing, research, service, grant applications, and life outside academia.

4. Including Others in Your Research: When and How to work with Students, Communities, and Teams (March 31)
Using the ARIS Broader Impact Toolkit, think through when and how best to include different types of partners or participants in your projects. Hear from experienced researchers about community-engaged and interdisciplinary, team-based research practices. There will also be a small-group conversation focused on the Broader Impact requirements for NSF CAREER proposals.

5. Giving and Receiving Research-related Feedback (April 14)
Gain insight into the review process for federal grants and for UNM’s limited competitions; strategize how to request research mentorship from someone you admire; and coordinate a functional peer review network with early career faculty.

6. Communicating Your Research to Different Audiences and in Different Formats (April 28)
Discuss the differences in tone, structure, process, and aims when writing for different audiences and in different formats including conference presentations, one-pagers for funding program officers, scholarly publications, book pitches, and the public.

GRANT-SPECIFIC WORKSHOPS
(Select any relevant to your area/s of interest)

1. Grant Workshop 1: Department of Energy and NSF EPSCoR Track 4 Early Career Grants (February 10—ZOOM)
2. Grant Workshop 2: NSF CAREER #1 (overview) (February 24—ZOOM)
3. Grant Workshop 3: NSF CAREER #2 (awardee panel) (March 24—ZOOM)
4. Grant Workshop 4: ACLS, NEH (April 7—ZOOM)
5. Grant Workshop 5: NSF CAREER #3 (workshopping your research and education integration plan) (April 21—ZOOM)